NissaN X-Trail

Listen to the soughing of the wind. Listen to the soft
thunder of crumbling waves, to the twee-wee-wee
of the sandpipers.

If you listen hard enough, you may even hear the Goan
sun sparkling off the sand…
Keep listening awhile, and you may hear something
more disturbing. A low, guttural diesel howl. A howl
getting closer.
There exist men who throw themselves at the mercy
of the breeze, armed only with a kite and a skateboard.
We go to meet them in the new Nissan X-Trail
Words: Vardhan Kondvikar Photography: Parag Parelkar

You may hear the snap and crackle of silk in the breeze,
the scurrrr of sand being churned up.
At this point, I hope you take that hat off your eyes, get your
toasting body off the sand and look down the beach, into
the heat shimmer.

Look into the eyes of the man three feet off the ground,
held up by air power, into the eyes of the man driving
a Nissan X-Trail straight at your watermelon-scented,
30SPF-ed hide.

If I were you, I’d run like the blazes.
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Kite makes pretty
shapes in the wind;
X-Trail, sadly, does
no such thing

This is what the
X-Trail's for: there's
even a tray for
your sandy shoes
Full-length sunroof.
Goa. Beach Boys on
the stereo. Did we
mention heaven?
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